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Wallas Furnace Exhaust Routing:

If your Wallas device is to be mounted in a location where the exhaust nipple is lower than 12" above the through hull point, or you can't avoid having "bellies" in the run, use the installation methods shown in
examples A. or C. here.  The riser or loop shown prevents any water from entering the system.

Exhaust pipe should be covered with fiberglass insulating sock.   Configurations will be the same for either single pipe ︵40 Dt ︶ or duplex exhaust pipe systems ︵30 Dt & 22 Dt ︶.

Dt

Flow

Minimum 5" ︵125mm ︶

All Wallas heaters can be mounted parallel to keel or athwartships.  Once
bracket is mounted, the flow can run from right to left or left to right by
reversing the heater position in the bracket.

Minimum 13" (330mm) Minimum 12"

W/L

 Hull side

INSUFFICIENT
RISER or LOOP

Dt

Flow

NOT ACCEPTABLE

A. B.

Parallel to keel         - OR -                 Athwartships (perpendicular to keel)

Notes:
Maximum total exhaust hose run for 30 Dt and 22 Dt is 6.5 feet ︵2 meters ︶.
Maximum total exhaust hose run for 40 Dt is 13 feet ︵4 meters ︶

In this example, the loop height above the through hull fitting is insufficient to prevent water from entering
and staying in the exhaust tubing and potentially entering the heater itself.  Water in the pipework can
prevent the heater from running properly or at all.  Water in the heater will cause catastrophic damage to
the heater.

OK
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Dt

Flow

All Wallas heaters can be mounted parallel to keel or athwartships.
Once bracket is mounted, the flow can run from right to left or left to
right by reversing the heater position in the bracket.

Notes:
Maximum total
exhaust hose run
for 30 Dt and 22
Dt is 6.5 feet ︵2
meters ︶.

Maximum total
exhaust hose run
for 40 Dt is 13
feet ︵4 meters ︶

Minimum 12"

W/L

#2467 exhaust
through hull

fitting bracket
should point upward

︵fits 30 Dt
or 22 Dt ︶.

Model 40 Dt
uses #1066

fitting,also
mounted with

elbow pointing
upward insidethe boat.

 Hull side

LOOP

Dt

Flow

Minimum 5" ︵125mm ︶

All Wallas heaters can be mounted parallel to keel or
athwartships.  Once bracket is mounted, the flow can run from
right to left or left to right by reversing the heater position in the
bracket.

Minimum 13" ︵330mm ︶

C. D.
Parallel to keel         - OR -                 Athwartships ︵perpendicular to keel ︶

Parallel to keel         - OR -                 Athwartships (perpendicular to keel)

Notes:
Maximum total exhaust hose run for 30 Dt and
22 Dt is 6.5 feet ︵2 meters ︶.

Maximum total exhaust hose run for 40 Dt is 13
feet ︵4 meters ︶

OK OK

If your Wallas device is to be mounted in a location where the exhaust nipple is more than 12" above the through hull point, simply route the exhaust pipe from the stove to the through hull, without
any low points or "bellies" in the run.  See example D.
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